USS Apache/USS Ganymede joint Mission Part 3 of 4 - SD 10103.27

The Ganymede and Apache still circle HX-20451.
One day has passed since the first conference with the Ossarran and Ossaran/Borg "One".

<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>

G_CO_Taylor says:
::sitting in command chair brooding over situation::

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looking at her screen, she looks up at the Captain ::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::exiting the TL onto the bridge, reading her notes on her faithful P.A.D.D., she instinctively sits in her chair::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: steps onto the bridge reading a PADD concerning Valhalla ::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::at TAC1, monitoring all vessels::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::at TAC2 making sure all weapons and shields are at full::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::at OPS station, alone this time.  OPS Rakaumaullin is away on other business::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::At Science One finalizing his report on the Ossarra::

A_XO_Linard says:
::sitting in her chair reading the reports on the surface talks::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Captain, I have a small bit of information that may be of interest to you.

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Exits the TL and enters his office::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Walks onto the bridge behind XO and heads for Conn::

G_CTO_Merquise says:
::exits TL and heads for TAC console::

G_XO_Silek says:
~~~ G_OPS: You were correct my wife. This is interesting reading ~~~

G_CO_Taylor says:
::notes the arrival of his XO::  G_OPS:  Go ahead, Commander.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::turns to TO Masterson:: A_TO_Masterson: Have you completed the crew rosters, Lieutenant?

G_OPS_Serok says:
~~~G_XO: I knew you would be interested ~~~

A_MO_Sarel says:
::in sickbay::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::chews her lips nervously, as she mauls over what she was supposed to do::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::thinks to herself that this feels all wrong and she unknowingly lets out an audible sigh::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Yes sir.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Relieves Ens. Esperanza and starts to log into helm::

A_FCO says:
::maintaining standard orbit around the planet, parallel course with the Ganymede::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Sir, I seem to remember a lecture about the Ancient Norse.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: Very good.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CTO:  Welcome aboard, Mister Merquise.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Weapons and shields are at full power standing by sir.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: After looking it put Sir, they mention Valhalla, similar to the Ossarran V`Halla.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Looks up at the strange name from the Captain to see who he is addressing::

G_CTO_Merquise says:
::picks up the PADD containing the latest information about the Ossarra::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  Indeed.  I had noted the similarity to the word Valhalla myself.  you have a theory?

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: I have Sir.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::nods, before looking once again at the Ossaran vessel on the viewscreen::

A_XO_Linard says:
::sets her data PADD and heads over to OPS:: Sonja: Can you send this information to Starfleet Command? ::hands the data PADD to her::

G_CTO_Merquise says:
G_CO:Thank you ,sir.

Action: an unidentified ship is closing in on HX-20451

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: The Norse were warriors.  They tended to be warriors.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::brings the old rusty ship in toward the planet.. under communication silence::

G_XO_Silek says:
G_CTO: Man the Tactical Station Mr. Merquise.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_XO_Linard: Sir, I have an unidentified ship on long range sensors.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::takes the PADD, and nods as she glance through it:: A_XO: Right away, sir.  ::smiles a little, grateful for the brief, but intense OPS training she had couple of days ago.::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: They also took what they wanted.  

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Picks up his PADD to get up to speed on our situation::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_XO: Confirmed...Sir.. it is a ship

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::waits to talk to the captain::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Finishes log in and begins routine diagnostics at shift change and then blinks:: CO: 
Sir... I've got something coming into system...

A_XO_Linard says:
A_CTO: Can you get a warp signature that may help identify it?

A_FCO says:
::also caught the unidentified ship on her sensors::



A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::runs further scans::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  yet these individuals do not.  ::hears the proximity alert::  G_CTO:  what is that?

G_CTO_Merquise says:
G_XO: Aye, sir. ::heads the tactical station::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: They pillaged and burned to acquire what they needed or wanted.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::holds position and listens to the USS Apache's subspace frequencies.. and their comm traffic::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::takes the PADD and starts to upload it into a buffer::

A_MO_Sarel says:
::studies data on the Ossarra with many questions still unanswered::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: looks at he viewer and almost answers the Captain ::

A_XO_Linard says:
::stands casually trying to get a sense for what's out there::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: They also, would seem to be friendly and them attack when it was least expected.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looks at her monitor ::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_XO_Linard: It seems to be reading as an old SF Buoy tender, sir.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Brings up maneuvers field and compares with flight path of unknown object::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :: begins moving again toward the planet.. moving toward the magnetic poles::

G_XO_Silek says:
G_CTO: Can you identify the ship ?

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  Yet these people want to purchase the planet below.  I'm inclined to believe 
their intent is peaceful.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::monitors the old ship::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::makes sure weapons and shields are ready if needed::

A_XO_Linard says:
A_CTO: Acknowledged Lt. Can you get any further readings on it? What was the buoy used for?

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Sir, I would like to believe that as well, but, logic dictates that I use all data available and inform you of all the possibilities.

A_OPS_Davore says:
*A_MO*: Sir, do you have any additional data that you would like to submit before I send a report of our current situation to Starfleet Command?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
G_CO:  Captain, might I have a word with you?

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::moves into range.. begins monitoring the Ganymede's subspace traffic as well::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::brings up Ossaran military capabilities::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Plots course of UFO and brings up Nav-chart of system:: CO: It's headed right for the planet Captain.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_XO_Linard: Hard to say, Commander. Standby.

A_FCO says:
 ::continues to hold course, waiting for instructions from her superior::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: frowns and moves towards the sensors at Science 1 ::

A_XO_Linard says:
::nods to the A_CTO::

A_FCO says:
 ::plots escape vectors, just in case::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CNS:  Of course.  G_OPS:  Noted for the record commander.  keep up the good work.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::turns the ship into the magnetic field that extends off the planet and moves north::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::Continues to monitor the planet::


G_CNS_Ashworth says:
G_CO:  Permission to speak freely.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Looks at G_OPS:: OPS: What is it? :frowns::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Thank you Captain.  I will endeavor to.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_XO_Linard: Sir, the ship has moved towards the planet's magnetic poles. Its behavior says that the pilot does not wish to be seen.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_FCO:  Stay sharp, Mister Harlok.  You're all the defense we have at the moment.

A_MO_Sarel says:
*A_OPS* Not at the moment...but still trying to find out more.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CNS:  What is it, Counselor?

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Sir, the ship is a converted Starfleet bouy tender.

Action: The ship has picked up on all Ganymede/Apache transmissions

A_CSO_Storal says:
::Tries to scan the ship for cargo, lifesigns, etc.::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :: holds position in the strongest field and monitors communications between the federation ships.. remains silent::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_CO: Aye Captain! ::Adjusts heading so as not to be trapped with the planet to their back::

A_OPS_Davore says:
*A_MO*: Understood, sir.  We can submit additional information later.

A_XO_Linard says:
:;thinks to herself..."Oh great someone else who doesn't like to be disturbed":: A_CTO: Acknowledge... how many life signs aboard?

G_CO_Taylor says:
SELF:  Starfleet?  let it approach.  G_CTO:  Risk assessment?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
G_CO:  Something about this feels all wrong, the Ossarra seem overly eager to "purchase" this very planet.  I can't put my finger on it but its all wrong.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Tight beams defensive maneuver Beta-3 to AFCO::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: It seems that there is no information on the Ossaran military capabilities.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::frowns:: A_TO_Masterson: None at all?

A_OPS_Davore says:
::carefully looks at her console before reporting:: A_XO: There appears to be only one life sign aboard the unidentified flying object.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CNS:  Agreed, but what is it that's wrong?  I need more information.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::begins a general atmospheric scan::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: None at this time sir.

A_CSO_Storal says:
AXO: Sir I’m detecting one lifesign.. I cannot determine what it is.

A_XO_Linard says:
A_OPS: Can you get identification on it?

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: I am beginning to wonder why.

G_CTO_Merquise says:
G_CO: unknown, sir. we have no idea of the Ossarran military strength.

A_OPS_Davore says:
::frowns:: A_XO: No sir.. not at this time.........  ::glances towards the A_CSO, hoping he can::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  what do you suppose that vessel wants here?  Hail them and see what happens.  G_CTO:  Understood.

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Finishes up his briefing and beings to work on the data given to him about this new planet::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
G_CO:  Sir, its just an instinct I have, every fiber tells me that the Ossarra are not who they say they are, mind you I have been wrong before, I hope I am now, but I still don't trust them.

G_XO_Silek says:
:: examines the scans of the vessel ::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir.

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_XO: I'll keep at it.  ::conjures up all her OPS skills she can mastered::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: Probably because Starfleet has no prior knowledge of the Ossarans.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :: brings the ship closer to the atmosphere to get a better scan.. getting lost is ionization caused by air friction to the hull::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Flicks hair beads and brings up Tac overlay so he can adjust for maximum shield facing:: G_CO: Coordinating maneuver Beta-3 with Apache Sir.

A_CSO_Storal says:
AXO/OPS: I cannot identify the life form.. perhaps we should hail them?

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CNS:  We must proceed with caution, but we need information.  See if you can find out anything from medical.

G_OPS_Serok says:
COMM: Bouy Tender: Unidentified space craft, this is the USS Ganymede.  Please respond and state your business.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: That is what is so interesting.  They seem to know a lot about us, yet we know nothing about them.

A_XO_Linard says:
::grins:: A_CSO:I was thinking the same thing....::nods to A_OPS to try and hail the vessel::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
G_CO:  I will see if I can get that information

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::snarls his agreement at the TO's words::

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: waits for a response ::

OCO_Rianok says:
COM: Federation ships: Please return to surface. Bring your Fear with you

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::pulls the ship back into orbit and heads off south the opposite direction of the 2 ships::




A_OPS_Davore says:
::nods and press the hailing button:: COM: Lizzar: Vessel, This is the USS Apache.  Please respond.

G_CO_Taylor says:
XO:  Well, Mister Silek, what do you make of this?  Here is an apparently peace-loving species that has Borg valets.  

A_XO_Linard says:
::straightens at the word "Fear"::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::looks at Commander Linard::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::hears the Comm:: All: Fear??

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Looks at OPS as he hears OCO's words:: Self: Our fear??

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
ALL: Fear?

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: I was thinking about running a complete scan on the Ossara to see if there is anything that might be of some use as to why they are a step ahead of us.

A_FCO says:
 A_XO: The ship has changed course, ma'am.

G_XO_Silek says:
:: frowns :: Self: Fear: ? G_CO: Captain.. I must say I have no idea for the moment.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::looks to her Captain questionably::

A_XO_Linard says:
A_OPS: Heading?

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: Proceed.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :moves slowly past the visual horizon toward the south::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::blinks::  A_XO: Towards the South Pole... away from us.

A_TO_Masterson says:
::looks at the A_CTO:: A_CTO: Fear sir?

A_TO_Masterson says:
::runs a complete scan on the Ossara::

G_CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Fear?  Perhaps they would like to give us reasons to welcome them.  Keep locks on the Away team at all times.  Tell them we will beam down momentarily.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: repeats hail ::  COMM: Bouy Tender: Repeat, this is the USS Ganymede, please respond.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::snarls again:: A_TO_Masterson: I fear no evil.

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_XO: But still no response from the ship.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Pries his eyes back to the Conn console:: Self: kusawara... kusawara... kusawara...

One says:
@::moves to the structure that had been built on the surface and removes his oxygen mask and outer dressings that help him deal with the Ossarran Hydrogen/Argon atmosphere.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir, acknowledged.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: That is why it was interesting when you said fear.

A_XO_Linard says:
A_OPS: That's okay Sonja. Thank you

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::checks to ensure the Apache still has a lock on the away team::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::::turns and holds position at the equator..::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: Perhaps they mean the word 'fear' differently.

OCO_Rianok says:
::Slowly enters behind ONE::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: looks at the G_CO and frowns :: G_CO: I would like to volunteer to go to the surface Sir.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_CO: UFO is holding station at the equator Sir.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Sir, the only thing we know is what the Ossara have told us.  That is it.


One says:
@::motions to Captain Rhianok's seat and looks around for the delegates::

G_CTO_Merquise says:
::begins to scan the craft for any unusually energy readings::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  Very well.  G_CNS:  That analysis will have to wait.  You're with XO.  G_CTO:  Time to earn your pip. Mister Merquise.  You go along as well.

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Moves to seat beside ONE::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::nods, seemingly lost in thought as he looks again at the picture of the Ossaran vessel on the main viewscreen, frowning at whatever it is he's missing::

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_XO: Sir.. another thing.  They'd request that the away team be returned to the surface.

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_XO: They being... um... the Ossacarras.

G_XO_Silek says:
:: nods to the G_CO :: G_CO: Aye Sir.. G_CNS/G_CTO: Shall we... ?

G_CO_Taylor says:
::wishes for the days that HE lead the Away Team::

G_CTO_Merquise says:
G_CO: Aye, sir.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :: turns the ship so one side points toward the system's star and it glows with the reflecting sun's light::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: heads towards the Turbolift ::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
G_CO:  Aye sir    ::turns to the G_XO::  G_XO:  Well, Back down there we go.

A_FCO says:
 ::keeps track of the F_CO's ship on sensors::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: What are we not seeing sir?

Action: the Federation reps arrive at the site to see Rianok and  One

A_XO_Linard says:
A_OPS: Thank you, Sonja....

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  Any response from that vessel?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
::enters the Turbolift::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: That is the question, is it not.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: keeping a lock on the away team ::

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Looks up as delegates arrive

A_OPS_Davore says:
A_XO: Should I continue hail on that unidentified vessel?

G_CTO_Merquise says:
::turns and follows G_XO::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Sir, the away team is on the surface.

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Glances at ONE, as if in question::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::arrives on the planet with the G_XO and G_CTO::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::power systems flux as the solar batteries charge up.. and warp engines exhaust.. ships turns again and heads south::

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: arrives on the planet's surface and looks at One and the O_CO ::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: They are not telling us everything.  I do not like it.  I don't trust them.

A_XO_Linard says:
A_XO: No it's okay.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Sir, do you wish me to continue to hail the unidentified vessel?  There is still no response.

One says:
@::sees the first of the delegates materialize and nods in satisfaction::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  Acknowledged.  *CMO*:  Doctor, have you had any time to look over the data on the Ossara and the Borg?

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_CSO_Storal: Do we still have a lock on the away team, commander?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Frowns at his readings:: G_CO: Sir UFO is now heading toward southern pole.

G_CTO_Merquise says:
@::looks around at the new landscape::

G_CMO_Seti says:
*G_CO*: Aye sir, I will have my report soon Captain

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::whisper to Cmdr Silek::  G_XO:  I still don't trust them.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  Yes, keep trying.  Try RF and Semaphore if you have to.

A_CSO_Storal says:
::points to OPS:: A_CTO: I believe so.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir.

G_CO_Taylor says:
*G_CMO*:  Very good, Doctor.  Taylor out.

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: nods to the G_CNS:: G_CNS : Understood

OCO_Rianok says:
@ALL: Do not be concerned with the ship above

A_XO_Linard says:
A_CTO: You have the bridge commander... I'm going down to the surface. Sonja, Mr. Vekh you're with me...

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::fly’s the ship is a cork screw maneuver into the southern magnetic field::

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: keeps trying to hail the vessel on all frequencies ::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::REB:: A_XO: Me sir?  ::hesitates and then follows::

A_CSO_Storal says:
AXO: Aye Sir :: smiles at XO and nods::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_XO_Linard: Aye sir. 

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  If you can activate a secure one-way com link from the surface so we can hear what is going on, then do it.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Frowns and adjusts the Mede's position to keep meeting sight and UFO on Screens::

A_XO_Linard says:
::heads for the TR as fast as she can go::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Sir, I will try to.

A_FCO says:
 ::slaves OPS control as well::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
A_TO_Masterson: You have tactical, Lieutenant. Keep your eyes open. There is more here than meets the eye.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::follows the XO::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CTO: Aye sir.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: tries to secure a one way link ::

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: raises his hand in the Vulcan salute :: One/OCO: Greetings. May I tell our ships who is in the ship ?

A_OPS_Davore says:
::follows the away team, suddenly very worried::

G_CO_Taylor says:
::gets up and walks over to the TAC station, and looks at the data on the new vessel onscreen::

Action: The freighter seems to freeze in mid flight

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Exits his office and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::gives Sonja an encouraging nod as they step into the TL::

One says:
@::returns the salute to Silek using what he has learned to reflect the Vulcan hand sign::

A_XO_Linard says:
::is quiet as she enters the TR...nods to the TrOPS as she steps on the pad::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Mr. Masterson.. keep an eye on that freighter

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Nods to ONE again::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

A_FCO says:
 ::monitors the strange ship flight::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::nods in One's direction::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::steps onto the pad::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::brings the freighter up on her screen::

A_OPS_Davore says:
::quickly steps onto the transporter pad as well, panting a little::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::Says a prayer to the Prophets that both teams make it back safely::

One says:
@::takes his seat:: All: I know your discussions have led you to many questions ... we'd like to answer as many as possible before you make your final judgements on the sale of this planetoid.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Would you like me to monitor the away team as well sir?

G_CO_Taylor says:
::sees the ship stall in one place::  G_OPS:  This is fascinating...route this to the viewscreen.  ::sends the sensor feed of the UFO to OPS::

OCO_Rianok says:
@ALL: The ship has been stilled.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Eyes the UFOs movements:: Self: Woah. What are you doing little one?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Yes Lt.



G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looks at the information and routes it to the view screen ::

Action: the Apache delegates begin to appear on the surface

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Sir, the freighter has stopped moving in mid-flight.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Viewscreen on.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_OPS: Did it stop itself... or did something else stop it?

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Exits the TL and enters the Bridge::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::materializes on the planet, on the left of the A_XO::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$:: power fluxes and inter systems power down in parts of the ship::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::brings up the away team on her screen as well.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: If need be coordinate your work with the Gany

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::materializes on the surface, scanning the immediate area::

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: nods to the G_CNS to take a seat and takes a seat next to her :: One: Sir. Would you be willing to share a cultural history with us so that we can understand better your culture ?

One says:
@::casts a quizzical glance at the young girl that just beamed down::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

G_CO_Taylor says:
::looks at the viewscreen at the ship::  G_OPS:  any way to tell what kind of data they are collecting?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::sits down next to G_XO::

A_FCO says:
 ::nods and passes the monitor devices to the TO station::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::keeps an eye on the away team and the freighter.

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Walks up to the G_CO and hands him a PADD:: G_CO: Here is that report Captain

A_XO_Linard says:
@::sees the Ossarra and smiles her greeting seeing that the meeting is now in progress...takes her seat quietly:: ONE: My apologies.... please continue

One says:
::steeples his hands in front of his face:: Silek: Like any other culture ... we were born, we live, and then we die.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$:: continues to monitor subspace traffic::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: I will attempt to analyze Captain.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::doesn't have a tricorder, and quietly sits down::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: One way com link is established Sir.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::remains standing a few feet behind the A_XO::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Keeps eye on general system activity. Noting position of meeting site and all the other ships in system::

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: raises eyebrow :: One: A short description... however we wished a little more detail to avoid misunderstandings in the future.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::thoughts to self:: that makes sense...

G_CO_Taylor says:
::takes the PADD from Doctor Seti::  G_CMO:  thank you Doctor.  Can you give me the abridged version?

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  On speakers.


G_OPS_Serok says:
:: begins to see if she can get readings on the ship ::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::eyes the elderly "One" man with curiosity::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::is wary of the Ossaran/Borg::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir, speakers on.

One says:
@::nods:: Silek: I suppose we could provide with data chips, compatible with your ship's systems, that would go into greater detail.

A_TO_Masterson says:
COMM: Gany: OPS: Ganymede, we have sent down an away team and my sensors show the freighter has stopped. What information have you found on the freighter?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::looks to the One::  One:  I am curious about the prophecy that brought you to this planet, would you be able to recite that to us?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Mr. Masterson.. I don’t like that ship... Send a coded transmission to the Gany requesting that all ship to ship and intership communiqué be coded.

One says:
@::rubs at one of his cybernetic implants and leans against his cane::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

G_XO_Silek says:
@ One: That would be sufficient. We could do the same .. to clarify any misunderstandings you might have of our culture.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::inhales sharply, and holds her breath a little, before exhaling slowly::

G_OPS_Serok says:
COMM: Apache: ATO: I will send the information we have to you momentarily.

One says:
@::chuckles:: CNS: I should be able to ... it is my prophecy. The Prophecy of the "One".

G_CMO_Seti says:
G_CO: Aye, looks like that this version of the Borg is not like any we have came across before, unlike there counterparts, they are not hostile.  As for the Ossara, there is nothing in our data banks on them Captain

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::listens as One speaks::

G_XO_Silek says:
@:: raises both eyebrows and looks more intently at the One ::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::tilts her head a little, a la Data-like, wondering the "One" to do what??::

One says:
@All: The Prophecies came to me in the form of dreams ... shortly after the Ossarran Doctors first removed my consciousness from the hive mind.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$:: the ship turns slightly so it's bright reflective side points toward the sun.. using some odd form of hull mounted solar energy collectors.. the power on the ship fluxes again::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::sending coded transmission to Ganymede OPS:: OPS: Our CSO does not like the looks of the freighter. He requests that all ship to ship communications be coded.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CMO:  Can you speculate on why these Borg are pacifist? why are they not like the Ones I've met?

One says:
@All: They told that I would lead many Borg away from the collective ... that we would serve the Ossarra for many decades .. and that through our service we would ultimately bring the Ossarra to final peace ... at V'halla.

A_FCO says:
 ::at helm and managing OPS:: A_TO: Understood.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::casually glances around, trying to locate all entrances and exits::

G_CMO_Seti says:
G_CO: The only speculation I can assume is Ossaran Teaching, Sir

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Watching the freighter turn:: Woah. G_CO: Captain... you see this?

G_OPS_Serok says:
COMM: Apache: A_TO: :: on coded frequencies ::  Acknowledged Lt.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::chews on her lower lip a little:: self: So.. they WERE part of the collective..........

G_CMO_Seti says:
G_CO: Permission to be on standby if needed on the Planets surface, Captain


F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::computer determines that the last transmission was encoded.. records all further communications in an attempt to break code.. begins with first indication of computer infraction codes::

One says:
@::glances at Rhianok and sees that his old age is taking over ... he's drifting in and out of wakefulness::

A_XO_Linard says:
@ ::listens intently...taking in what he is saying::

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Startles into wakefulness::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Brings up the energy flux of the freighter on the main screen:: G_CO: It's definitely doing... something!

A_TO_Masterson says:
COMM: Ganymede: G_OPS: Aye OPS. Apache out.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::nods in One’s direction again satisfied with the response:::

One says:
@All: The Prophecy dealing directly would V'halla indicated that it would be the first planet the we came across with the proper atmosphere ... Argon/Hydrogen, a somewhat rare combination.

G_OPS_Serok says:
COMM:Apache: A_TO:  Ganymede out.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_CMO:  Permission Granted.  G_FCO:  yes...I do.  Fascinating.  OPS:  Advise Radio Silence to TAC on Apache unless otherwise necessary.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::uses preprogrammed starfleet encodes as a base for the crack::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Sir, I have informed the Ganymede about the coded frequencies and I am still monitoring the freighter and the away team.

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: listens with interest to the One recite his passages and notes how he speaks with passion ::


One says:
@All: The prophecy also indicated that it would lie far from our past aggressors ... and far from our future ones.

G_CMO_Seti says:
G_CO: Aye sir  ::Turns and walks to the G_OPS:: G_OPS: I am on standby if needed on the planet and will be in Sickbay if needed.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::listen intently to the One, almost feeling like a child listening to her grandfather's story of days of old::

Action: all life signs seem to cease on the freighter as it just hangs in position

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  You can bet the little guy out there is attempting decryption.  I would.  Don't use any top codes.  Let's keep this friendly for now.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looks up at the G_CMO:: G_CMO: Aye Doctor.

One says:
ACTION: On the planet's surface a Borg drone approaches the delegates carrying a small satchel.

A_XO_Linard says:
@::watches the drone carefully::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Excellent Lt. :: smiles::

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Turns and heads to the TL::  TL: Sickbay

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::eyes the satchel warily::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir, and I do not gamble Sir.

G_XO_Silek says:
@:: looks at the new drone arrive ::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::glances slightly nervously at the Borg drone::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Sir, all life signs on the freighter have disappeared.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :internal life support shuts down.. computer continues to crack encodes.. coming up with a base formula::

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Turns slightly as drone approaches::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: What?...Did they transport?

One says:
@::takes the satchel:: Drone: Thank you, Abrahm. ::hands the satchel across to Silek:: G_XO: These data chips should be compatible with your bio-neural gel packs. They contain a brief history with an emphasis on our cultural norms.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::still not used to the idea of "friendly" Borgs... ::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::eyes the drone and satchel and wonders what is happening now::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: I do not know sir. Stand by.

G_CO_Taylor says:
::smiles::  G_OPS:  Acknowledged.  And that's what I like about you, Mister Serok.  You don't leave it to chance.

A_XO_Linard says:
@ ::nods to the A_CTO...a motion intended to keep his guard "at ease"::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::Raises eyebrow as the "One" called the other drone by a name::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::scans to see if they transported::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::visibly relaxes at the gesture from his XO::

One says:
@::sits back in his chair and sighs deeply::

A_CSO_Storal says:
::paces the bridge::

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looks at the Captain and raises her eyebrow. ::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Scratches beard as he eyes the freighter in puzzlement::

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: takes the satchel :: One: Thank You for sharing this information.

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Exits the TL and enters his office in Sickbay::

One says:
@::nods and bows his head slightly:: Silek: I live but to serve...

Computer says:
$ Communication crack.. 27% complete.. subspace recording of USS Apache and USS Ganymede continues::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::more curious than fear now, as she observes the One, looking at his implants, the way he moves... the way he talks...::

OCO_Rianok says:
@ALL: The freighter will trouble you no further

Action: Silek is transported back to the ship without warning

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  If you would use your mind link, Let Mister Silek he may offer cultural information on the Federation as well.  Keep it light reading.

One says:
@::glances at Rhianok and nods::

A_XO_Linard says:
@One: I can tell you are more than anxious to get underway with your settling of this planet

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::blinks at the spot where the G_XO was::

ACTION: The Borg, Abrahm, walks off away from the area and back into the Hydrogen/Argon atmosphere of the planet.

A_XO_Linard says:
@::looks to where the G_XO was::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::wonders why Silek was beamed away suddenly::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: arrives on the bridge slightly disoriented ::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@ One: Where did he go?

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir.   ~~~G_XO: Commander, the captain says you may offer cultural information on the Federation as well. But "Keep it light reading?".~~~

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_OPS:  And could...  ::whirls::  G_XO:  Mister Silek!  Are you well?

Computer says:
$ Communication crack.. 31% complete.. subspace recording of USS Apache and USS Ganymede continues .. internal systems functioning at 43%::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Blinks at the G_XO in surprise then taps OPS on shoulder and points::

OCO_Rianok says:
@ALL: Silek has been returned to his ship

One says:
@::glances at Davore:: OPS: You are a curious one, aren't you ... Commander Silek has returned to his vessel to deliver the cultural information he was sent to bring back.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up in surprise ::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  Report, Mister Silek.

G_XO_Silek says:
:: raises eyebrow :: G_CO: Sir, I believe I have been transported rather quickly once more...

One says:
@A_XO: Commander ... I believe we are understandably anxious.

Action : The freighter suddenly starts back to full power

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@OCO_Rianok: If I may ask, what did you do to the freighter?

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::blushes a little:: One: I see...

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Snorts and stifles a laugh at Silek's obvious statement::

G_XO_Silek says:
G_CO: I have some cultural information furnished by the One.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@ALL:  Out of curiosity, why was he returned and not the rest of us?

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: There was only one person on the freighter and it does not seem that he or she had transported off.



A_XO_Linard says:
@::smiles:: One: Well I'm sure the Federation would be more than happy to give you this planet for settling once you join with us.

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  You have an admirable grasp of the obvious, Commander.  Let's have a look at it on a stand-alone terminal that has no access to the main computer.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::systems come online.. crack at 100%.. identification confirmed.. ship turns::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Looks down as his console beeps:: G_CO: Freights is back to full power Sir.

G_XO_Silek says:
:: shows the satchel :: G_CO: I shall begin analyzing at once Sir… and a stand alone terminal is exactly what I had in mind Sir.

One says:
@::looks at the CNS oddly:: G_CNS: Your exoskeletons do not suggest it would take so many of you to deliver a small satchel?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Acknowledged..  keep an eye on him

OCO_Rianok says:
A_CTO: It is of no matter to our negotiations

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$::engines power up.. all systems at full::

G_CTO_Merquise says:
@::clues in on how Ossarran have Borg drones among them::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_FCO:  Keep an eye on her, then, Lieutenant.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::reminds herself that she's here to learn... but interfere too much.  But then again, being curious is a trait of a student, and she is a student.::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::gives a short nod at Rianoks words::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@One:  I see  ::still perplexed but leaves it be for now::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$:: begins approaching the Apache's last position at impulse::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: heads towards a stand-alone terminal and inserts the computer satchel ::

OCO_Rianok says:
@A_CTO: It has not been harmed

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: moves to the stand alone to watch ::

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::a bay door begins to open as the ship moves:;

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: He does not come up on my sensors sir. No life signs are on the freighter at the moment sir.

One says:
@All: What is the decision of the United Federation of Planets?

A_TO_Masterson says:
:: continues to monitor the away team::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::starting to move in her chair to try to comfortable::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::looks at the A_XO::

OCO_Rianok says:
@ALL: Yes , what is your decision?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Do a scan for cloaked vessels. Advise the Gany to do the same.

G_CO_Taylor says:
::looking over the Commander's shoulder::

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looking over her husband's shoulder at the information ::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::looks over at the A_XO for the answer::

A_XO_Linard says:
@::smiles:: One: Well I'm sure the Federation would be more than happy to give you this planet for settling once you join with us.

OCO_Rianok says:
@:All; Our time grows urgent



F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::the ship turns slowly.. exposing the open bay.. and comes to a halt.. the lack of internal life support and gravity flings something out of the bay.. headed for the Apache's last position::

One says:
@A_XO: Join with you?

G_XO_Silek says:
:: notices that G_OPS & the G_CO looking over his shoulder and understands their curiosity ::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_CO: Object Away from Freighter Captain! Heading for the Apache!!

A_TO_Masterson says:
COMM: Gany: OPS: ::coded frequency:: I recommend you scan for cloaked vessels since all lifesigns have ceased on the freighter.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@One/OCO:  We need to wait for Silek's return for us to give you your answer.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::the thick black case half the size of a shuttle flies out into open space.. and heads away from the planet::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::begins to scan for cloaked vessels::

Action :  A data pack is released from the freighter floating towards the Apache


A_XO_Linard says:
@One: Yes, you just become a member of the Federation of Planets. I assure you, you will continue to have your privacy. We are a peaceful organization

A_FCO says:
 A_CSO: Something is coming towards us...... adjusting course.....

OCO_Rianok says:
@A_XO: Join.......:::Mumbles something unintelligible::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Focuses on the object and try’s to scan it::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Sir, an object is floating toward us.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: What Is it Lt.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: looks up at the OPS Station :: G_FCO: Lt., could you slave OPS for the moment.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@::wonders if they feel too aloof to join the Federation::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: It came from the freighter.

One says:
@::glances at Rhianok:: A_XO: How can a race without a planet join a Federation of Planets?

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ ::the bay doors close and the ship slowly turns::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::scans it:: A_CSO: I appears to be a data pack.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Frowns and rereads his data:: Self: It looks like a data pack of some sort... but why?

A_XO_Linard says:
@::looks to Rianok instinctively trying to get what's in his mind::

G_CMO_Seti says:
::Monitors the conversations on the Bridge while going through the SF Data Banks for any information that might be of help::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Lock a tractorbeam on it and pull it into the cargo bay

A_XO_Linard says:
@::smiles:: One: Well if you say Yes, then you will have that planet.....

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

The report gives the full history of the Ossarra and their experience under Borg control and how they overcame them. It explains fully the techniques used to fully repatriate the Borg from the collective.


G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  this is...Fascinating...no, Astonishing!

A_TO_Masterson says:
::locks a tractor beam onto the data pack and pulls it into the cargo bay::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: nods :: G_CO: Aye ... Indeed

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Indeed Sir, it is.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: The data pack is in the cargo bay sir.

OCO_Rianok says:
@A_XO: We can compensate you handsomely, You must make a decision

A_XO_Linard says:
@Rianok: I understand, but that is the Federation's decision.

F_CO_Lizzar says:
$ :: in a brilliant flash of green.. yes green light the freighter jumps to warp.. Its course would have plotted it straight into the heart of the sun.. but the ship used the star to sling shot off hard to the west and vanish into deep space::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: It also seems it came from a cargo bay door from the freighter. It turned to release it and the closed the bay doors and turned back around.

G_XO_Silek says:
:: frowns :: G_CO: They seem to have found a way to remove the drones from the collective...

A_CSO_Storal says:
*A_Science Department*: We’ve brought a data pack in Cargo Bay 2 download the contents into an isolated terminal to begin data transfer.

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Looks at ONE as if about to speak::

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  I'd like to take that cultural information on the Federation to the surface myself.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::has a lot of questions, but bites her tongue, feeling it wasn't her place to speak::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Puzzled and shakes his head.:: Self: Will the mysteries never cease. G_CO: Apache has the object Sir. It appears to have been a data pack.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_FCO: Mister Harlok, OPS if you please.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Sir! The freighter has vanished into deep space!

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Good work Lt. keep tracking that thing.





One says:
@::shifts uneasily:: A_XO: Commander, you must understand ... the Ossarra are a technologically superior race to the Federation ... and they are largely a peace loving, gentle race. There would be ... concerns ... about the way the Federation would use their technology.

A_XO_Linard says:
Rianok: There is no need for any kind of money or trade. Our terms are quite simple. We'll be happy to answer any questions you have about us...

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::finds it curious that they are not too eager to join the UFP::

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@ONE: There would be much to gain from our alliance.

One says:
@All: With the exception of the Ossarran conflict with the Borg ... the Federation's past is considerably bloodier than the Ossarran.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Nods at Suvok:: G_OPS: Aye. ::Slaves OPS to Conn and checks on the Away teams::

A_XO_Linard says:
@One: I understand your concerns, but we are an organization designed to promote peace throughout the galaxy. We do not use any kind of technology for anything other than good

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Turns to ONE again with a Grimace::

SO Cervantes says:
A_CSO: Sir the data pack contains a record of all the Apaches transmissions

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_FCO: Thank you Mister Harlok.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: can you track it?

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: I shall try sir. Stand by.

One says:
@::shakes his head:: A_XO: Like your quantum torpedo technology ... or your phased energy rectification technology...

A_TO_Masterson says:
::continues to monitor the away team::



G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  It's plain that if they wanted, they could take the planet and never bat an eye at us.  why the negotiation?

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::moves suddenly and she rubs her abdomen and thinks "not now little one, I'm a little busy"::

G_XO_Silek says:
:: frowns :: G_CO: Unknown Sir.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::speaks up:: ONE: Sometimes...... in order to gain peace, you must prepare for war.

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Sir, it is heading away from us slowly as if nothing ever happened.

A_XO_Linard says:
@::looks to Sonja and smiles::

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Quickly looks at Ashworth with a smile::

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Monitors freighter:: G_CO: Sir, freighter is now moving away.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@A_XO: Sir, if I may.....?

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: ::chuckles:: the Data pack was just a way of showing us that they aren’t stupid.

A_OPS_Davore says:
@ONE: If we could... we would eliminate all weapons together... as it is........ we need to be able to defend ourselves.  ::smiles shyly::

A_XO_Linard says:
@::nods to the A_CTO::

Action: All Ossaran data is collected and Silek is suddenly returned to the surface

G_CO_Taylor says:
G_XO:  Time to find out.  you have the Conn.  FCO:  Keep an eye out then. ::Picks up a standard Data Pack about Federation Cultural history and heads for the TL::

One says:
@::nods wisely at Sonja:: OPS: Sometimes the price of peace is to high a price to pay...

G_XO_Silek says:
@ :: arrives on the planet's surface and sighs ::


G_OPS_Serok says:
:: stares at the empty space that used to contain her husband ::

One says:
@::sees Silek materialize back in his chair:: G_XO: Welcome back, Commander ... were you satisfied with the data?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir. ::Splits his screen between OPS and Conn::

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@G_XO:  Welcome Back ::whispers::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Do you want me to continue monitoring them?

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@ONE: There are other races in this quadrant, races that are not so intent on peace. Joining the Federation will give you access to help you may otherwise not have.

G_CMO_Seti says:
::While in his office, Seti sends a communiqué to the G_CNS to report to sickbay for a check up once she is back on the ship::

G_CO_Taylor says:
::pauses and reflects::  ALL:  Or perhaps not.

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: sprints to the OPS console ::  ~~~G_XO: Are you intact Commander? ~~~

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::looks at the G_XO suddenly appeared on the surface:: G_XO: Make up your mind, sir.  ::grins::

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: Negative..

G_XO_Silek says:
@~~~ G_OPS: I am well my wife ~~~

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir. I shall continue to monitor the away team though.

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::Looks at OPS as she sits:: G_OPS: Want it back now?

One says:
@::glances at the CTO pointedly:: A_CTO: And there are races within the Federation ... who are not so intent on peace.

OCO_Rianok says:
@A_CTO: We require no help

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: enslaves OPS :: G_CO: Sir, the Commander is on the surface and intact.

A_CSO_Storal says:
A_TO: That’s the plan Lt. :: grins::

A_TO_Masterson says:
A_CSO: Aye sir.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_FCO: Thank you Mister Harlok.

A_CTO_Cha`Dak says:
@ONE: The decision is yours to make.

One says:
@All: If we could be assured that our technology would not be used to create weapons of devastation ... then we would be more willing to explore the possibility of joining the Federation. Perhaps a period of observation would be in order?

G_FCO_Harlok says:
::chuckles and brings up his usual helm screens and menus:: G_OPS: Anytime Sir.

OCO_Rianok says:
@ONE: We must prepare

A_TO_Masterson says:
::smiles at the A_CSO and then continues to monitor the away team::

G_CO_Taylor says:
::listens to the One over speakers::  G_OPS:  Can you insert me there as well?

One says:
@Rhianok: Of course, Captain ... ::stands and dons his cloak again::

A_XO_Linard says:
@One: Take all the time you need. We'll be happy to answer any questions you may have...

OCO_Rianok says:
@::Removes mask from his cloak.

G_CNS_Ashworth says:
@::sits quietly gently rubbing her expanding abdomen::

A_OPS_Davore says:
@::very excited about the prospect of being on her first away mission now::

G_XO_Silek says:
@ One: The Federation would we willing to assist you. However you must realize that prejudice is a big factor where the Borg are concerned. The Federation is being cautious.

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: Aye Sir.

A_XO_Linard says:
@::casts a sideways glance at the G_XO::


Action: The meeting comes to a close and all Federation Officers are back aboard their respective ships

G_OPS_Serok says:
:: punches a few buttons on her console ::

A_TO_Masterson says:
::continues to monitor the away team::

G_OPS_Serok says:
G_CO: When you are ready Sir.

One says:
@::dons his oxygen masks and moves out into the Argon/Hydrogen atmosphere::

<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>


